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QUESTION 1

Which three are ways enterprise applications can interact with Oracle Internet of Things (IoT) Cloud Service? 

A. send commands/messages 

B. insert/update/delete data 

C. subscribe to data 

D. query data 

E. subscribe to commands/messages 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two are types of style patterns available while creating integration with Oracle Integration Cloud (OIC)? 

A. Notification 

B. Metadata 

C. Orchestration 

D. Map Data 

Correct Answer: CD 

https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/integration-cloud-service/icsug/creating-
integrations.html#GUIDFC613C76-F566-4673-BC10-CC893958C8D6 

 

QUESTION 3

What two tasks can a user with the Application Developer role perform? 

A. Subscribe to a Plan. 

B. Deploy to a Gateway. 

C. Create an API. 

D. Create an Application. 

Correct Answer: CD 

https://docs.oracle.com/cd/A58617_01/server.804/a58241/ch2.htm 
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QUESTION 4

Your design of an asynchronous OIC integration flow includes the requirement for additional processing logic that is
conditionally based on the results returned to the integration instance from earlier external service invocations. You
have decided to leverage the Switch action to facilitate this implementation. Which is a valid consideration concerning
the configuration and capabilities of the Switch action? 

A. Any data objects returned within a branch of a Switch action will only be visible within the implicit scope of that branch
and not visible in the main flow of the integration outside of the Switch action. 

B. You may need to create conditional expressions for each branch with greater complexity because nested Switch
actions are not supported. 

C. All branches within the Switch action must have a conditional expression defined. 

D. XPath version 2.0 functions can be used to create more complex conditional expressions for a branch. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

You are tasked with creating a new integration in OIC that will be exposed to clients as a SOAP web 

service. In addition, this integration will be invoking an external SOAP web service as part of the 

orchestration flow logic. 

In your creation of these SOAP adapter connection components, which is a valid consideration? 

A. You must explicitly specify the target server TLS version for the external web service outbound Invoke connection
configuration. 

B. The WSDL URL property value can be defined by uploading a file for either the inbound Trigger connection or the
outbound Invoke connection configurations. 

C. The SAML and OAuth security policies are available options for creating either the inbound Trigger connection or the
outbound Invoke connection configurations. 

D. Suppress insertion of timestamp into the request and Ignore timestamp in the response message are optional fields
only for the outbound Invoke connection configuration. 

Correct Answer: D 
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